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ABSTRACT 

As homegrown air travel is getting an ever-increasing number of well-known these days in India with different air ticket 

booking channels coming up on the web, voyagers are attempting to comprehend how these aircraft organizations settle 

on choices in regards to ticket costs over the long run. These days, aircraft enterprises are involving complex procedures 

and techniques to appoint airfare costs in a unique style. These procedures are thinking about a few monetary, 

showcasing, business and social elements are firmly associated with a definitive airfare cost. Due to the incredible 

multifaceted nature of the assessing models applied by the transporters, it is really trying for a client to purchase an air 

ticket at the most negligible expense, since the expense changes effectively. Subsequently, a couple of techniques 

arranged to offer the fitting chance to the client to buy an air ticket by expecting the airfare cost, are proposed 

lately.Most of those techniques are utilizing complex expectation models from the computational knowledge research 

field known as Machine Learning (ML). In this project we are making a Graphical user Interface using tkinter which 

shows the required ticket prices of flights of aeroplane, Helicopters based upon historical data which uses machine 

learning algorithms to predict the airfare more accurately. This framework will give individuals the thought regarding 

the patterns that costs follow and furthermore give an anticipated cost esteem which they can allude to prior to booking 

their flight passes to set aside cash. This sort of framework or administration can be given to the clients by flight 

booking organizations which will assist the clients with booking their tickets as needs be. 

Keywords – Machine Learning, Random Forest, Extra Tree, Regression, Classifier 
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INTRODUCTION 

People who have previously travelled through flight know how flight ticket cost changes dynamically. Aircraft uses 

advanced strategies called Revenue Management to execute a distinctive valuing strategy. The least expensive 

accessible ticket changes over a period the cost of a ticket might be high or low. This valuing method naturally 

modifies the toll as per the time like morning, afternoon or night. Cost may likewise change with the seasons like 

winter, summer and celebration seasons. The extreme goal of the carrier is to build its income yet on the opposite side 

consumer is searching at the least expensive cost. Consumers generally prefer purchasing the ticket in advance to the 

departure day. Since they trust that airfare will be most likely high when the date of purchasing a ticket is closer to the 

takeoff date, yet it is not generally true. Consumer may finish up with the paying more than they ought to for a similar 

seat. A report says Indian affable aeronautics industry is on a high- development movement. India is the third-biggest 

avionics showcase in 2020 and the biggest by 2030. Indian air traffic is normal to cross the quantity of 100 million 

travelers by 2017, whereas there were just 81 million passengers in 2015. Agreeing to Google, the expression Cheap 

Air Tickets is most sought in India. At the point when the white collar class of India is presented to air travel, buyers 

searching at modest costs. The rate of flight tickets at the least cost is continuously expanding. Flight ticket prices can 

be something hard to guess, today we might see a price, check out the price of the same flight tomorrow, it will be a 

different story. We might have often heard travelers saying that flight ticket prices are so unpredictable. So, as a user it 

is difficult to predict when is the right time to purchase flight tickets. So, in this project we are trying to build a 

machine learning model that lets the user find the best time to purchase a flight ticket based on their requirements. Can 

we predict the price of a flight ticket accurately? The objective of the project is to implement Random Forest and Extra 

Tree for the prediction of flight fares. The project Flight Price Prediction Using Machine Learning is implemented 

using Random Forest and Extra Tree. Flight prices are predicted based on the dataset which is provided for building 

machine learning model. 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

It is extremely challenging for the client to buy a flight ticket at the base cost. For these few methods are utilized to get 

the day at which the cost of air ticket will be least. A large portion of these methods are utilizing modern fake 

intelligence (AI) research is known as Machine Learning. Using AI models, [2] associated PLSR (Partial Least Square 

Regression) model to get the best show to get the most minimal expense of airplane ticket purchasing, having 75.3% 

accuracy. Janssen [3] introduced a direct quantile mixed backslide model to expect air ticket costs for modest tickets 

various earlier days departure. Ren, Yuan, and Yang [4], considered the show of Linear Regression (77.06% accuracy), 

Naive Bayes (73.06% precision, Softmax Regression (76.84% accuracy) and SVM (80.6% precision) models in 

expecting air ticket costs. Papadakis [5] guessed that the expense of the ticket drops later on, by tolerating the issue as a 

gathering issue with the help of Ripple Down Rule Learner (74.5 % precision.), Logistic Regression with 69.9% 

accuracy and Linear SVM with the (69.4% precision) Machine Learning models. Gini and Groves [2] took the Partial 

Least Square Regression (PLSR) for fostering a model of anticipating the best buy time for flight tickets. The 

information was gathered from significant travel venture booking sites from 22 February 2011 to 23 June 2011. Extra 

information was likewise gathered and are utilized to really look at the examinations of the exhibitions of the last 

model. Janssen [3] developed an assumption model using the Linear Quantile Blended Regression system for San 

Francisco to New York course with existing consistently airfares given by www.infare.com. The model used two 

features including the quantity of days left until the departure date and whether the flight date is toward the week's end 

or work day. The model predicts airfare well for the days that are far from the departure date, at any rate for an 

extensive time span close the departure date, the assumption isn’t convincing. Wohlfarth [15] proposed a ticket delaying 

upgrade model ward on an exceptional pre-getting ready advance known as macked point processors and data mining 

frameworks (course of action and clustering) and quantifiable examination system. This framework is proposed to 

change over heterogeneous worth plan data into added esteem course of action heading that can be reinforced to 

unaided gathering computation. The worth bearing is grouped into get-together reliant upon relative assessing conduct. 

Progression model check the worth change plans. A tree based request estimation used to pick the best organizing 

bunch and a while later looking at the progression model. 
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PROPOSED SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

As domestic air travel is getting more and more popular these days in India with various air ticket booking 

channels coming up online, travelers are trying to understand how these airline companies make decisions regarding 

ticket prices over time. Nowadays, airline corporations are using complex strategies and methods to assign airfare prices 

in a dynamic fashion. These strategies are taking into consideration several financial, marketing, commercial and social 

factors are closely connected with the ultimate airfare prices. Due to the high complexity of the pricing models applied 

by the airlines, it is very difficult for a customer to purchase an air ticket at the lowest price, since the price changes 

dynamically. For this reason, several techniques ready to provide the proper time to the customer to buy an air ticket by 

predicting the airfare price, are proposed recently. The majority of those methods are making use of sophisticated 

prediction models from the computational intelligence research field known as Machine Learning (ML). Existing flight 

fare prediction does not take into consideration various factors like holidays, day of the week of travel, business routes, 

days for departure etc. 

• Difficult to predict accurately. 

• As there are less features in the existing system, it is difficult to predict the prices of the flight ticket 

accurately.  

•  Have to manually check the prices frequently with no proper interface to find cheapest prices, the user needs 

to frequently visit the aviation websites in order to get the best prices which might cost his time. 

The Flight Price Prediction Using Machine Learning is implemented using Random Forest and Extra Tree. Both of 

these algorithms are based on decision tree learning. It consists of two phases namely Training Phase and Testing 

Phase. During training, the system received a training data comprising of set of flights data. The training step take input 

as flight data consisting of arrival time, departure time, source, destination etc. Thereafter, the machine learning 

algorithms Random Forest and Extra Tree are applied to build a machine learning model. During test, the test dataset is 

passed through the machine learning model and outputs the predicted flight ticket price learned during training. Its 

output is the price based on the user requirement. Proposed flight fare prediction takes various factors like holidays, day 

of the week of travel, business routes, days for departure etc into consideration. 

The main advantage of using Random Forest and Extra Tree is that it works better for Decision Tree Classifier. 

 • Both of these are used for finding correlation between dependent and independent variables.  

• Random Forest select samples with replacement whereas Extra Trees select samples without replacement so it has 

more distinct values. 

• Both helps us in predicting continuous variables like prediction of Market Trends, House Prices etc. 

 

Fig 1 Result1 
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Figure 2 Result2 

In above figures you can see the different attributes showing there functionalities , when  we enter all of the above 

inputs and click the predict button we get to know the predicted price of the flight at that instant at required time and 

date. 

TESTING  

1.INTRODUCTION  

Testing is the most common way of assessing a framework or its component(s) with the purpose to observe regardless 

of whether it fulfills the predetermined necessities. Testing is executing a framework to distinguish any holes, blunders, 

or missing necessities in as opposed to the real prerequisites. The example information are utilized for testing. It isn't 

amount however the nature of information involved that is important for testing. Appropriately tried programming item 

guarantees unwavering quality, security and elite execution which further outcomes in efficient, cost adequacy and 

consumer loyalty. 

 2.DESIGN OF TEST CASES  

The experiment ought to contain a bunch of test information, preconditions, expected outcomes and post conditions, 

produced for a specific test situation to check a particular necessity. • The experiment ought to check all conceivable 

flight subtleties like appearance time, de parture time, source, objective, appearance date, takeoff date. • The test steps 

ought to be basic, straightforward, and execute. 

Test Cases Accuracy score for Training Data Accuracy score for Test Data 

Accuracy in case of Random  

Forest 

0.853353059531491 

 

0.6998977880730802 

 

Accuracy in case of Extra Trees 0.9692477430674913 

 

0.8062378923109015 

 

Table 1: Model Accuracy for Training and Testing Data 
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CONCLUSION 

Routes with data collected over the longer duration of time tend to facilitate with much more accurate predictions in the 

model and thus lead to higher average savings. Extremely Randomized Trees are surely faster than Random Forest due 

to the random nature of picking up splits. Extra Trees can become a very useful algorithm if your dataset is huge and 

you want to quickly run a Decision Tree ensemble and check how your model performs on the dataset. 

FUTURE SCOPE 

Although this method has been implemented for few features, we can extend this to many other features. This system 

can be implemented as a mobile application for the users which provides flexibility. In future, we can add more routes 

in order to increase user convenience and scalability. If more data could be accessed such as the current availability of 

seats, the predicted results will be more accurate. 
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